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Expert Systems
in Business

This is the Management SummaryofFoundation
Report 60, published in October 1987. The full
report is available to membersof the Butler Cox
Foundation.

Expert systems permit applications to be tackled
that have hitherto been considered unsuited for
computerassistance. Typically, these applications
involve decision making where the rules on which
the decisions are based are highly complex, imprecise, and subject to a high rate of change. Inthe
past such decisions could be made only by human
experts ; now computer applications based on
expert systems can assist, or even replace, these
experts. Expert systems therefore represent anew

era of computing. In the past, computers automated the workof clerks and provided information
for managers; in the future, they will increasingly
automate the work of professional and technical
staff.

The term expert is to some extent a misnomer
because expert system applications are not restricted to tasks carried out by highly qualified
experts. Practical applicationsare often found at
lowerlevels, and they usually concern staff who
havespecialist skills that are in short supply.

Expert systems are now
ready for exploitation

Expert systems have been the subject of research
for a very long time. However, it is only recently
that computer hardware has become powerful and
cheap enough, and computer software sufficiently
advanced, for the ideas of the researchers to be
applied and for commercial products to appear.

In ourlast study of expert systems (in 1983) we
reported that the technology was still too immature
for most applications. We recommendedthat only
those applications with a very high potential payoff
should be attempted because both the cost of the
technology andtherisk of failure were high.

Thesituation has now changed. Although there are
still only a few successful large-scale applications,
there are many examplesof small-scale applications
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providing genuine business benefits. Hence, we
believe that expert systems are now ready for
serious business use:

The technology has improved. It is both less
expensive and morereliable. Expert systems
are now mucheasier to construct than they
were in 1983.

The problems of introducing expert systems
are nowbetter understood. There is much less
risk that the costs will outstrip the benefits
and morelikelihood that real benefits will be
achieved.

Expert systems are
becoming a key
technology

In earlier research we proposed a four-stage model
showing how a new technology first emerges from
development laboratories, is then used for pilot
projects by market leaders, is next used by leaders
in an industry sector as the key to gaining a
competitive advantage, and finally becomes an
essential technology used widely throughout an
industry sector. Figure 1 shows how expert systems
will become a key technology in several industry
sectors during the next three years.

Inthe commercialfield, our research suggests that
the leadingsector, both in Europeandin the United
States, is manufacturing, followed by financial
services and insurance, and thenretail and other
services. Outside the commercialfield, there is
significant expenditure and usein military applications, education, and government. In the United
States, although the marketing hype for expert
systemsis stronger and the willingness to experiment and takerisks is reputedly greater than in
Europe, we foundthat the actual exploitation of
the technology was onlya little further advanced
than in Europe. The mistaken impression that
expert systems are much more advanced in the
United States stems from the fact that the suppliers
of expert systems there and their products are
much more mature than elsewhere. However,
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many leading US companies are now investing
heavily in expert systems, and several multimilliondollar projects are under way.

Japanis the other region in which expert systems
are a major development activity. But surveys
there suggest that the exploitation of expert
systemsis no further advanced than in Europe, and
that, as in Europe, more than half the products in
useoriginated in the United States.

Expert systems

can lead to new

business benefits

As might be expected, expert systems are being
applied mainly to business problems where the
application of human expertise causes a bottleneck.
They can:
Replicate or enhance human expertise.

Increase the productivity of the experts.

Assist the expert to understand and solve
complex problems.

Examples of each of these three kinds of application are described briefly in Figures 2 to 4. Our
research showedthat there are thousandsof expert
systemsalready in operationaluse in most business
sectors and functional areas.

Organisations can now use expert systemsto gain
an advantage overtheir competitors by improving
existing products and services, by creating new
products, by entering new markets, or by cutting

Figure 2
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Using expert systems to replace expertise:
Compliance with good professional practice
in financial institutions

From October 1988, financial-servicesinstitutions in the
United Kingdom will be legally required to ensurethattheir

employees are complying with good professional practice.
The purposeofthe legislation is to ensure, for example, that
a client is advised about the best products on offer, and not
the ones that provide the highest profit for the financialservices company. This means thattheinstitutions will need
to monitor all the business transactions made bytheir
employees. Such monitoring is almost impossible to carry
out by manual methods alone, and even with automated

indexing and searching tools, the task is difficult. Some
financial institutions (such as the National Westminster
Investment Bank) are developing an automatic monitoring
system using an expert systems shell called Vanilla Flavor.

The details of the transactions executed by each salesman
or trader are matched against a set of rules, and any
breaches are brought to the attention of the compliance
officer, who can then examine the records in moredetail.
The Vanilla Flavor software and the accompanying hardware
cost more than $500,000. However, any serious breach of
the law, if proven to be due to negligence on the part of the

company, could result in substantial fines and possible
revocation of the licence to operate.

An additional benefit is thatit will be easier to incorporate

any changesin the compliancerules than it would be with
a conventional system.

costs. Some organisations have gained distinct
advantages over their competitors by identifying
such applications and implementing them quickly.
For example, NorthwestAirlines has increasedits
market share and revenue by using an expert
system. It dynamically adjusts the numberofseats
allocated to the different classes and ticketing
options on each flight as the departure time
approaches. Hence, more customersare attracted

at the best possible price, and higher aircraft
utilisation is achieved.
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Expert systems can increase an expert s
productivity: Credit authorisation at
American Express

American Express uses an expert system called Authoriser s

Assistant to supportits policy of not placing a limit on the
amountof creditits cardholders may have at any given time
as long astheyclear their accountin full at the nextbilling

cycle. Three hundred credit authorisers at four locations
often need to accessup to 13 different databases in order
to make the correct decision. Previously, many of the

requests for credit were granted by using a mainframe
system that used statistical criteria. Even so, the volume

of transactions requiring human intervention made the
processrelatively slow and created a potential bottleneck.

After the technicalfeasibility of applying expert systems to

the credit-authorisation process (using a shell) had been
demonstrated, a major project wasinitiated in mid-1985.
By April 1986, a standalone prototype had been developed.

Since then, the system has been linked with the mainframe

via interfaces with a Sun microcomputer. Not surprisingly,

the most difficult part of the entire exercise was not the

processofbuilding the knowledge base
was

difficult as that

but rather the technical problems of interconnecting

incompatible hardware and software.

The system wentlive in January 1987 and in tests has

performed 11 per cent better than the credit authorisers,

providing the correct decision in 96 per cent of cases rather

than 85 per cent. It is well knownthat a large part of the

potential profits of credit-card and charge-cardfirmsis lost

through bad debts.

Figure 4

{

Expert systems can help solve complex
problems: Optimising Singapore s port
operations

The Singapore Port Authority is developing an expert system
to help it decide on the optimum sequencefor loading and

unloading container ships. At present, the port is able to
move 500 containersin eight hours. It believes the use of

the expert system will increase this to 640, providing faster
turnaround for ships using the port
benefiting shippers,
consumers, and the authority.

The system is being developed in conjunction with the ITI
(Information Technology Institute) of the National Computer
Board of Singapore. The concept of the system has been
proved by a prototype system running on a Lisp machine.

The full operational system will run on networked Sun

microcomputerslinked to the authority's IBM 3081. There

will be two phases of development. By the end of 1987,
computer-aided manual schedulingwill be possible. Fully

automatic scheduling will be available two years later. The
total cost of developing the System is estimated to be
Singapore $3 million (US$1.5 million).

Expert systemsare a

major step forward in
software development

Expert systemsare not just a novel application of
computing technology; they are the next logical
step in the evolution of software. They represent
a major advance, akin to earlier crucial developments such as the introduction of online systems
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and disc storage in the 1960s or the emergence of
personal computers and end-user computing in the
1980s. They differ from previous softwaretools in
that they store and manipulate knowledge, not data
(see Figure 5 overleaf). Moreover, the superior
developmentfeatures offered in the latest expert
system products haveled to their use for the developmentof conventional computerapplications.

Expert systems will be

integrated with other

computerapplications

Four years ago, most expert systems were built
using special-purpose hardware and bespokesoftware. Today only asmall proportion of applications
run on specialist hardware. In our surveyof Foundation members, only six per cent of the respondents had installed specialist hardware, while over
40 per cent had expert systems running on conventional mainframes and minicomputers(see Figure
6 overleaf). And nearly 60 percentof organisations
were using standard microcomputers for experimental systems and small operational systems.

Also, about two-thirds of the applications are now
based on expert system shells
general packages
that allow an expert system to be developed without the need for specialist expertise or experience.

It is clear from our research that future expert
systemswill run on conventional computers. Moreover, there are already signs that expert systems
softwareis becomingintegrated with conventional
databases(see Figure 7 overleaf). Hence, there are
good reasonsfor systems departments to act now
and prepare for expert systems.

The systems

department must take
a proactive role

An organisation s attitude and approachto expert
systems depends to someextentonits positionin its
sector. A telling remark was made by oneof the top
three US suppliers.
We are only asked to present
by successful companies, andit is never the data
processing departmentthat asks for a presentation;
it is the R&D departmentor a userprofit centre.

Systems departments must recognise that expert
systems may have enormous potential for their
organisations. There is a danger that the systems
department will be bypassed by suppliers who
go directly to users, as they did with personal
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Figure 7

Integration of expert system
applications with mainstream systems
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computers in manyorganisations. Left to itself, the
systems department is unlikely to place a high
priority on expert systems it already has enough
new technology with which to come to terms.

system products in Europe)

Webelieve that for many organisations expert
systems are notjust a technical tool; they represent
an important business opportunity. The systems
department should therefore take a proactive
leadershiprole in the application of expert systems.

Many Foundation members are beginning to appreciate this, though to date few havelive systems
installed. As part of our study we carried out a
survey of Foundation members. Seventy-five per
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Results of a survey of the state of
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cent of our respondents had somesort of expert
systemsactivity, but only 13 per cent had operational applications (see Figure 8).

Match the way in which

you apply expert systems
to yourbusinessstrategy

A business can use expert systemsas a strategic
weapon,as a pragmatic solution to specific business
problems, or as just another technical tool. The
approach chosen should match the marketposition
and strategy of the business concerned.

First, if the organisationis, or aspires to be, aleader
inastrongly competitive and fast-moving market,
then it is essential to assess the major business
threats and opportunities posed by expert systems
and the extent to which they may be used asastrategic weapon. This implies the need to work with
the top managementof the organisation to review
how expert systems can contribute to the business
strategy by exploiting the competitive strengths
and minimising weaknesses. Timing of the expert
systems initiative is most crucial in this case. There
is usually only a limited window of opportunity to
exploit new technologiesin this way.

If the competitive pressures are less and the
business strategy is to follow closely behind the
innovators in the sector, then the organisation will
need to be ready to use expert systems as events
dictate. A pragmatic approach should therefore be
adopted. Users should be involved from thestart
to identify and champion applications that can
solve problems that existing computing technology
has not been able to solve. However, the systems
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development function has to take a lead in providing support and advice on theselection and
development of the applications, and in setting
priorities and standards to avoid wasting the

resources and skills available.

Finally, if the organisation operates in a less
competitive market(or in a nonprofit sector) and
the business strategy is to minimise the risks of
technological innovation, then the best policy is to
wait until the need for the new technology arises
and until the products are fully proven. Expert
systems should therefore be treated as just another
technical tool. With this approach, the systems
developers need to becomefamiliar with the facilities and thelimitations of the available products
and should beleft to select, evaluate, and use such
tools as they think best.
Organisations active in several business areas may
need to adopt a mixed approach.

Identify and select

the right opportunities

Theexisting classifications of expert system applications developedby researchers and academics do
not help to identify potential opportunities for
expert systems. In our research wetherefore used.
a classification familiar to business systemsstaff.
This classification defines four main typesofapplication, determined by whetherthe application is
in the commercial/administrative area or in the
scientific/technical area, and whetherit is concerned with the day-to-day runningofthe business
or with managerial and support functions (see
Figure 9). More often than not, opportunities for
using expert systemswill exist in each of the areas
where expertsor specialists form a bottleneck at
the interface to an existing computer system
either between the system and other people
(customers, suppliers, and so on) or between one
system and another.
Figure 9
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Using this classification, organisations are typically
able to identify many more opportunities than they
can afford to exploit. Evaluation and selection of
the opportunities to pursue depends on the expert
systems approachbeing followed and also on the
capabilities and limitations of the expert system
products available. The full report gives detailed
guidance.

Set up an expert

systems support unit

After studying the history of many expert system
applications, we recommend that most organisations should set up a special unit to support the
implementation of expert systems. Initially, its role
and size should reflect the approach adopted to
exploiting expert systems, and the extent to which
they will be used. The role will range from promotional, through coordinating and supporting
expert system activities, to developing operational
systems for users. Later, as the use of expert
systems matures, the support unit will be integrated into the system support function for mainstream computing.

Current expert system products havelimitations.
Hence, anotherfunction for the expert systemsunit
is to monitor developments in the technology and
new products appearing in the marketplace and to
maintain lists of preferred products and vendors.
Eventually, the unit mayalso take on therole of
knowledge-base manager,akin to the role of the
Figure 10

database managertoday. Thefull report provides
guidelinesfor the organisation, skills, and training
neededto set up the unit and to implementthefirst
applications.

Whenimplementing expert systems, it is vital to
ensure that the valuable knowledge base cannot be
used by other organisations without permission.
This is particularly important when an external
organisation is used to develop the system. It is
importantto clarify at the outset who will ownthe
knowledge base.

Expert system products
and tools are widely
available and
inexpensive

A key factor in the widespread application of
expert systemsis the availability of development
products and tools that do not require the developerto have specialist skills and do not require
specialised hardware. Many of these tools are
inexpensive and can be used on general-purpose
personal computers.

Of the 80 suppliers we surveyedin our research, 20
provided details of some 80 different products
available in Europe. They range from programming
languages such as Lisp or Prolog to application
packages and environments(see Figure 10). Prices
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Figure 11

Expert system tools and development staff for each application area
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vary considerably some products cost $100,000
or more
but there are many usable products
costing only a few hundred dollars.

Although most existing products do have some
limitations or drawbacks, we expect that most of
these problems will be removed overthe next three
years. Certainly, the current limitations should not
be a deterrentto using expert systems. (The technical appendix to the main report provides insights
into the main developmentslikely to occurin the
next five years.) The most importantlimitation that
we expectto take longer to removeis thedifficulty
of acquiring and maintaining the knowledge base

on which an expert system is based.

The choice of tools to use is dependent on the
application area and on theskills of the staff

involved. To someextent, the userinterfaceis also
relevant. Figure 11 shows how these parameters
interact.

Conclusion

Expert systems are no longer laboratory curiosities.
They are ripe for exploitation, and Foundation
members should begin to use them for live applicationsif they are not already doing so. But expert
systemsare more than just another technology to
be exploited. They represent the next significant
step forward in computer software. We expect
them to become toolthat all systems developers
will use in time.
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